
3. Count Dracula 
 
Hopefully if you’ve gotten this far nothing is too shocking to at least be taken with an 
open mind before a decision is rendered.  .  As I’ve stated oftentimes “legend” has a way 
of weaving its way in to “historical fact” to the point where the two become very much 
intertwined.  Of course many cases of vampirism can be attributed to a lack of medical 
knowledge and premature burials.  And I am not saying that there’s some guy out there in 
a black cape sucking blood from peoples’ necks and carrying away small children in the 
middle of the night in the literal sense.  But there’s enough “legend” here from Ancient 
lore the world over through today 2009 that further investigation and analysis is 
warranted especially in light of our new friend, RC Christian.  And what was found in 
regards to so called gods demanding blood sacrifices from animals to small children was 
more than disturbing.  And don’t forget this isn’t just the stuff of ancient lore; many of 
“our” leaders today, 2009, attend something called Bohemian Grove where a 40 foot owl 
named Molech is worshipped (see Bohemian Grove link on the Mystery, Babylon USA 
page).   The owl will tie in here soon enough.   And lest we forget, RC Christian, builder 
of the Georgia Guidestones advocating worldwide genocide and perhaps the world’s 
most famous “vampire”, Dracula, tie directly in to all of this. 
 
With that happy thought let’s begin. 
 
What tipped me off to the whole vampire subject was a passage by a “New” Ager named 
Elizabeth Clare Prophet that runs something called Summit University in loony umm Los 
Angeles California.  Here the “Ascended Master” Saint Germain ‘guides’ her in her 
teachings and writings.   This passage from “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” that ties RC 
Christian to Vampire “legend” is reproduced here for convenience: 
 

My friends, at this point I’m sure the “Count” is not the God of Israel 
which kind of narrows down the choices just a bit.  That being the case I am 
certain we don’t want to have anything to do with “his” divine knowledge.   You 
may say this whole book and this discussion for that matter is just a bunch of 
garbage.  But don’t forget, a lot of what the “Count” has to say correlates 
directly with the Mouthpiece of Masonry.  And, as we’ll see, “his” language 
sounds just like “his” “associate”, “the Tibetan” who is literally given credit for 
writing books over at the UN-dead, today, 2008.   Again, don’t take my word for 
it, I invite you to do your own research and make your own decision.  Let’s 
conclude our undergraduate work with a list of who the “Count” gives himself 
credit for being throughout history.  This thing reads like some kind of personal 
ad for the “New” Agers: 

Ascended Master of the Seventh Ray of Freedom, Hierarch of the 
Aquarian Age, sponsor of the United States of America; initiator of the 
souls in the science and ritual of alchemy…His retreat in North America is 
the Cave of Symbols at Table Mountain, Wyoming…the retreat of his 
Guru, the Great Divine Director, the Cave of Light in India…and the 
Rakoczy Mansion, his focus in Transylvania. (110) 



Hold on a second.  The “Count” likes to hang out in Transylvania?  My friends, 
I’m not sure where reality ends with Ms. Prophet and begins with this “guy”.  I 
assure you, I can’t make this stuff up. 
   

A. Ka-ba-lah 
 

Vampire “legends” exist in all the major Ancient cultures including Babylonia, China, 
India, Egypt, Assyria and most of Europe the Balkans region in particular (This is not 
unlike the Flood “legends” that exist in just about every culture worldwide).  Debate 
rages to this day as to where the “legends” started.   Let’s start with Ancient Egypt, “the 
birthplace of the vampire” according to many learned in this macabre subject; that’s as 
good a place as any.  Let’s go right to “The Vampire Encyclopedia” and lo and behold 
look what concepts already discussed turn up: 
 

Most corpses were called “beloved Osirises” in fact.  Mortuary cults, especially 
those of the pharaohs or important queens...might have provided the first hint of 
vampirism to later scholars.  Another aspect of Egyptian belief that prompted 
vampiric consideration was the ka, the astral being who was deemed a companion 
to each human being while he or she lived. This ka guided the person while he or 
she was alive but, then became powerful in the tomb, leading the soul or ba in to 
eternity.  The ka was maintained in the tomb by offerings, and heads were placed 
outside of each tomb to allow the ka, which was able to move about, to find its 
own resting place again.  (1) 

 
So in this passage we see the “ka” and “ba”, the root words of “kabalah” immediately.  
Of course the soul or “Ba” the non-material part of man ties right back to Baal, a 
synonym for “Satan” who in turn is called “The Angel of Light” or ILLUMINATION to 
the Freemason/Rosicrucian crowd.  And there’s the reference to Osiris, the son of 
Thoth/Hermes/Mercury and the ILLUMINATED god of the underworld.  And one can 
see the concept of the UN-dead moving about after physical death, a trait later assigned to 
what we in the west know now as “vampires”. 
 
Here is a passage from another source directly thematically in line with the Kabalistic 
concept of “as above so below” or of “microcosm and macrocosm” or a mirror like 
reflection of the Newtonian mass world of earth to the spirit world of heaven: 
 

Vampires have chosen to live among us exactly because we seem to be 
obsessed by that which we cannot possess, because we long to obtain the 
impossible, because we fulfil our desires, fears and expectations – the vacuum in 
our lives, with what they represent.  One could even go so far as to argue that a 
vampire is a perfectly polished mirror on which we project all our dreams and 
fancies, sexual and intellectual, and the projection endows this strange creature 
with an attraction we find impossible to resist. (2) 

 
Now this sounds EXACTLY like this passage from the Book of Matthew:  
 



When the unclean spirit is gone out of a man, he walketh through dry places, 
seeking rest, and findeth none. 44 Then he saith, I will return into my house from 
whence I came out; and when he is come, he findeth it empty, swept, and 
garnished. 45 Then goeth he, and taketh with himself seven other spirits more 
wicked than himself, and they enter in and dwell there: and the last state of that 
man is worse than the first. Even so shall it be also unto this wicked generation. 
(Verses 12:43-45) 

 
The concept of vampire not being able to see his or her reflection is rooted in the concept 
that they don’t really have physical mass but are mere images of the spirit world to which 
many occultists and “New” Agers aspire.  This Kabalistic concept is summed up 
perfectly in a section entitled “Mirrors” in a book entitled “Vampires: The Complete 
Guide to the World of the Undead”: 
 

Many cultures believe that “the other world” is quite literally a mirror reflection 
of this world.  Everything is upside-down by comparison with this world.  The spirit 
world is reached by movements contrary to the normal: in fact, devil worshippers 
read the Lord’s Prayer backwards as part of their Black Mass. (3) 

 
Huh.  What a coincidence Satan’s name or “devil” would show up here. 
  

B. The Catholic Church 
 

In Ancient Babylonia that preceded Egypt we can see early hints of “exorcism” that ties 
in with the Catholic Church’s practice of extricating demons from a possessed person.   
  

 The Babylonians possessed a complex vampire tradition stemming from 
their multifaceted demonic and spirit hierarchies.  The Sumerians, Babylon’s 
earliest inhabitants, believed in three spirit classes: ghosts, semi or half demons 
and devils of the most fearsome nature.  The Babylonians added to this gallery 
several types of vampires, the utukku and ekimmu...The ekimmu hunted 
mercilessly and was dislodged only by exorcism...(4)     

 
And of course many of the tools associated with fighting off “vampires” include Holy 
Water and a Crucifix. 
 
An example of a more ‘modern’ manifestation of the return of the dead or UN-dead is the 
Catholic Church’s “All Souls Day” celebrated within 2 days of the most occult oriented 
holiday of the year, Halloween or “All hallows eve”.  On this day the souls of the dead 
returned to visit living relatives; at least this was the belief during the Dark Ages.  
Nowadays Catholics are taught the very unbiblical practice of purgatory where the dead 
hang out as punishment for sins committed during life.  Of course monetary contributions 
to the Church can lessen the stay of one’s relatives in a place that has a lot more to do 
with the Ancient Egyptian underworld than in anything Biblical.   
 
 



C. Dirty Birds: Bohemian Grove, Environmental UFOs and “evolution”. 
 
This gathering of the world’s leading so-called conservative (mostly white) industrialists, 
bankers and media types is thoroughly discussed and documented in the Bohemian 
Grove link on the Mystery, Babylon USA page.  But where this ties in to vampires is the 
40 foot owl god known as Molech whose effigy is burned in some kind of pagan ritual 
that would make “liberal” “New” Agers proud.  
 
First a brief background.  When God, the real One, got the Israelis out of the pagan devil 
worshipping land of Ancient Egypt (or the “Great” Society of Plato) He specifically 
warned them to stay away from this god Molech as indicated here in Leviticus: 
 

And thou shalt not let any of thy seed pass through the fire to Molech, neither 
shalt thou profane the name of thy God: I am the LORD. 22 Thou shalt not lie 
with mankind, as with womankind: it is abomination. 23 Neither shalt thou lie 
with any beast to defile thyself therewith: neither shall any woman stand before a 
beast to lie down thereto: it is confusion. 24 Defile not ye yourselves in any of 
these things: for in all these the nations are defiled which I cast out before you: 25 
And the land is defiled: therefore I do visit the iniquity thereof upon it, and the 
land itself vomiteth out her inhabitants. 26 Ye shall therefore keep my statutes and 
my judgments, and shall not commit any of these abominations; neither any of 
your own nation, nor any stranger that sojourneth among you: 27 (For all these 
abominations have the men of the land done, which were before you, and the land 
is defiled;) (Verses 18:21-27) 

 
Most of the “New” Agers will point to passages like this and say there goes that mean ‘ol 
Yahweh again.  But let’s look at this.  First He definitely is speaking against 
homosexuality.  This does NOT say that homosexuals’ sin is unforgivable or that they are 
‘worse’ than anyone else. But when it becomes ‘the norm’ the next step is familial 
breakdown (i.e. if we allow this where then does it end?) and then societal breakdown.   
And thematically this extrapolates to EVERYTHING.  Once you leave the Word of God, 
the real One, only pure evil awaits.  Just as the Founding Fathers warned and lo and 
behold we today (2009) stand on the precipice of the ILLUMINATI One World slave and 
insanity courtesy ‘our’ Godless leaders (a concept made all too clear on the home page). 
 
But let’s get back.  To garner this kind of attention from God, the real One, takes some 
doing.  So this Molech is a real bad dude.  That is if you take the Biblical viewpoint.  In 
the Bohemian Grove link on Mystery, Babylon USA I documented “Molech” as the owl 
god of David Rockefeller and friends, the leading bankers, politicians, media CEOs and 
academics of the world in their male only sex/pagan fest.  Let’s turn to a convenient 
resource, “The Vampire Encyclopedia”: 
 

Owl – a nocturnal bird of prey found in most countries around the world, common 
in legend and folklore as the personification of wisdom, or the animal 
embodiment of Athena, or the sacred bird of some tribes of North America. As a 
creature of the night, the owl is also known for its acute vision, compared in parts 



of Eastern Europe to that of the vampire.  Peasants in this region did not address 
the owl by name but used some other word, in fear that the owl was a transformed 
vampire. (5) 

 
As an aside owls are also associated with “langsuir”, a deceptive female vampire like 
being in Malaysia indicating the worldwide ‘legend’ of the owl and its association with 
the vampire.  Birds in general have been associated with the UN-dead due to their flying 
ability and predatory hunting ways.  Of course the well known “vampire bat” so named 
because of its diet of animal blood is the most well known association of the vampire.  
However, this is mostly a modern day association and not rooted in ‘legend’ like the 
aforementioned owl.   
 
Let’s continue with this bird/vampire theme.  “New” Age author William Henry refers to 
a race of ILLUMINATED god like beings of birdmen or “dirty birds” as being the 
creator of the human race.  This concept of an advanced flying race of beings is reflected 
in the flying saucer hieroglyphics found among ancient scribes the world over most 
notably the Egyptians.  Except these writings imply that these “dirty birds” came from 
“the cosmos” to ILLUMINATE and act as “watchers” for humanity.  Now these terms 
should sound strangely familiar if you’ve seen the rest of this web site: we have 
“Kosmos” magazine link on the bottom of the new age page, the movie “Watchmen” 
was reviewed in relevant news stories 3-9-09 and “dirty birds” are directly connected to 
“angels” on the Cathedral link for Mystery, Babylon USA page.   And of course copious 
references to all of this information is presented in Section 3 of “The THEorY of 
LIVEvolution”. 
 
And one more “dirty bird” is worthy of mention: that of the phoenix.  As documented in 
Section 3 of “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” Freemason historian and occultist Manly 
Hall refers to “The Late Great USA” as “The New Atlantis”; a term coined by Francis 
Bacon.    And remember from before we had Francis Bacon, the real Shakespeare, calling 
himself “Saint Germaine”.  And many “conspiracy theorists” claim our national bird is 
not a bald eagle but in fact a phoenix that has arisen from the ashes or regenerated 
himself.  Here’s Confederate General/KKK co-founder/32nd degree Freemason Albert 
Pike: 
 

The Eagle was the living symbol of the Egyptian God Mendes or Menthra, whom 
Sesotris-Ramses made one with Amun-Re, the God of Thebes and Upper Egypt, 
and the representative of the Sun, the word RE meaning Sun or King. (6) 

 
And be aware that Rothschild money interests were what fueled the two most powerful 
gang banker families of the nineteenth century, Morgan and Rockefeller.  Recall that the 
founder of the Rothschild money was Mayer Amsel who it was documented spent time 
with one of the physical manifestations of “Saint Germain” discussing the Kabalah. And 
today David Rockefeller is one of the more prominent members of Bohemian Grove 
where a 40 foot owl named Molech after the god of Egypt (i.e., Satan) is burned.   So 
how does this all tie together? A picture says a thousand words so to speak and here are 
three: 



 
The Rothschild Shield 

 
 

 
The Order of Melchizedek 



 
Federal Reserve Seal 

 
Notice the “dirty bird” or phoenix atop the Rothschild shield that looks exactly like 
Manly Hall’s “Phoenix” (Such a bird only exists in “legend”).  And of course a replica on 
“our” “Federal” “Reserve” Seal  (and of course don’t forget the ILLUMINATED eye of 
Osiris on the “Great” Seal on “your” “Federal” “Reserve” note).    
 
This symbolism turned up on the Kosmos and Rivers of Life links for Mystery, Babylon 
USA page as well.  There I discussed demonic UFOs and their environmental messages.   
And as documented there “The Order of Melchizedek” is one of the more prominent 
UFO brotherhood/cult organizations tracked by well known French astrophysicist 
Jacques Vallee in his book “Uninvited Visitors”.  According to Mr. Vallee “The Order of 
Melchizedek” is tied directly to the “Rose-Croix” (i.e. RC Christian) or 18th  degree of 
Freemasonry.  And as we discussed in the Kabala section 18 breaks down to “the number 
of the beast 666” according to many “New” Age occultists such as Manly Hall himself.  
Here’s a passage from “Vampire: A Complete Guide to the World of the Undead” that 
fits directly in to the Kosmos link on the Mystery, Babylon USA page: 
 

It seems, from what we read, that since the vampire is dead he is also outside the 
time-frame that governs our own actions, thought and feelings; he is able to feel, 
hear and sense every event, every detail as detached from time and time-bound 
thoughts...It appears as though, by having trespassed the curtain of death, the 
vampire is endowed with a heightened sense of reality.  This would make sense, 
for the vampire is also more “animal” than an ordinary human being; he is a 
predator, he must kill to survive... 

It is understandably very difficult for us to grasp a thorough understanding 
of the world of the “undead” – we are familiar with only three dimensions (height, 
width and depth), and we have no experience outside this frame.  Vampires live in 
a world of shadows, where matter has neither substance nor importance, where 
time does not exist, where life is eternal, where powers, unknown and 
unknowable to us, govern and move in ways that are for us impossible to 
comprehend. (7) 

 
Speaking of UFOs here’s a description of something from the aforementioned Rudolf 
Steiner that may fit the bill: 



 
Esoteric students must be quite clear about the fact that they are always 

surrounded by invisible beings – invisible to ordinary people.  Just as we walk 
through air, we constantly walk through countless invisible beings.   

We should be aware that with every breath we take a divine spiritual being 
takes up residence within us, and we should realize that we shall one day become 
such a being ourselves.  This being that incarnates into the air is at a much higher 
stage of development than we are today, but at one time it was at our present 
stage, and there will come a time when we shall have progressed as far as it has. 
(8) 

 
So what this is saying is that we must “evolve” to be like “them”.  Now this is important 
since all throughout Section 3 of “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” and on the Kosmos 
link on Mystery, Babylon USA there are two main messages of the “Ascended Masters”,  
“cosmic messengers” and the “space brothers” are evolution, also alluded to in the 
Kabalah link here, and environmentalism also alluded to here.   
 
And here God, the real One, has nay a good thing to say about “dirty” or unclean birds as 
indicated by these two verses from Revelation: 
 

And he cried mightily with a strong voice, saying, Babylon the great is fallen, is 
fallen, and is become the habitation of devils, and hold of every foul spirit, and a 
cage of every unclean and hateful bird. (18:2) 

  
Therefore shall her plagues come in one day, death, and mourning, and famine; 
and she shall be utterly burned with fire: for strong is the Lord God who judgeth 
her (18:8) 

 
Hopefully if you’re reading this you can see how difficult it is to separate this stuff.  
 

D. Vlad the Impaler   
 
Now of course another type of “dirty bird” is the dragon.  It turns out that one of the 
cruelest leaders ever to exist, fifteenth century Romanian prince Vlad Tepes also known 
as Vlad Drakul or Vlad the Impaler.  He earned this last name since this was one of his 
favorites: setting human beings from all walks of life on to wooden spikes and essentially 
skewering them alive.  His life is the inspiration to many Dracula ‘tales’ including well 
known writer Bram Stoker.  He and his father belonged to something called “The Order 
of the Dragon”.  Of course “dragon” is another name for Satan in the Bible so we can see 
yet another connection between “vampires” and “dirty birds” or Satan himself.     
 
Continuing, in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” I documented another “Ascended 
Master” by the name of Djwhal Khul , “The Tibetan”.  “DK” as he’s affectionately called 
by those at Lucifer’s Publishing Company (now Lucis Trust at the UN-dead) is highly 
regarded today, 2009, by these people.  This isn’t “conspiracy theory” yours truly has 
been to a few of their meetings and is even on their mailing list.  Anyway, “DK” 



deserved another link which “he” got, Djwhal Khul on the Mystery, Babylon USA page.  
Here’s a relevant excerpt from that link reproduced here for convenience: 
 

In the Djwhal Khul link A recent Google search of “Djaal” turned up something 
that caught my third Illuminated eye of Osiris, the name “Djall”.   Now we’ve 
already discussed the concept of similar sounding names and spellings so this 
slight difference in spelling and similarity in sound is in all likelihood pointing to 
the same “Ascended Master”.   There is a one-sentence summary of Djall as “an 
Albanian god of evil and death”.  “He” is also known as Dreqi, reinforcing the 
aforementioned concept of varied spelling of various people, entities, concepts, 
etc. as they pass through time and different cultures.  What are even more 
disturbing are the root words of this name, Latin “draco” and Romanian 
“Dracul”.   One can immediately see the word “Dracula” here.  Now when yours 
truly went through two books in “The THEorY of LIVEvolution” of the 
aforementioned Elizabeth Clare Prophet where she channeled RC Christian it 
was noted that “he” referred to himself at times as “the Count”.  And one of the 
places “the Count” frequented was….Transylvania.   So yes, “the Count” likes to 
hang out in Transylvania and there’s a direct link between “him” and “Dracula” 
and the “Angel of Light”.  Ummm. 
 

Albania, like Romania, is located in southeastern Europe, the hotbed of modern vampire 
lore.   And Vlad the Impaler was known as “Dracul”.  The root word “drac” means devil 
or dragon in Romania.  So in this instance we have the “legend” of Dracula tied in with 
the real life Vlad Drakul or “Vlad the Impaler” and RC Christian - with our very own 
UN-dead’s Lucifer’s Publishing Company right in the middle. 
 
Oh the “New” Age joy. 
 

E. Hypnosis 
 
This is yet another characteristic of “vampires” and perhaps the most disturbing since 
we’ve graduated to a societal wide deception like say the movie “They Live”, inspiration 
to my book, “The THEorY of LIVEvolution”.  Here’s an apt description of how this 
works on an individual basis: 
 

Here again we note that the first step into the vampire’s domain is through 
a hypnotic fascination, mainly produced by the promise of eternal life quite 
outside human values and duties.  The longing for oblivion, away from the 
mundane preoccupations, pleasures, and obligations, must surely be the door 
through which the vampire is invited into the potential’s victim life; to take it, 
annihilate it, and transform it into something supernatural, into a strange sort of 
existence that runs parallel to human life and yet is irredeemably separate from it, 
since it feeds on it as its  main purpose.  In a sense, therefore, the wish for eternal 
life endowed with superhuman power becomes the greatest sin of the ego. And 
vampirism then, the punishment of such sin. (9) 

 



An “especially strong vampire” or entity like say RC Christian can bring this situation 
about for the masses on a society wide level as per the “The Encyclopedia of Vampires”.   
 
Speaking of RC there are even more disturbing similarities between “him” and “the 
World of the Undead”. 
 

F. RC Christian 
 
Let’s begin with the seemingly incorruptibility of the body in the tomb of Christian 
Rosenkreutz after 120 years (keep this number in mind). This account is from “The 
Rosicrucian Enlightenment Revisited”: 
 

In the morning following we opened the door, and there appeared to our 
sight a Vault of seven sides and corners, every side five feet broad...Although the 
Sun never shined in this Vault, nevertheless it was enlightened with another sun, 
which had learned this from the Sun... 

Now as yet we had not seen the body of our careful and wise Father, we 
therefore removed the Altar aside, there we lifted it up and found a fair and 
worthy body, whole and unconsumed...(10) 

 
Now is this more allegory or “legend”? Perhaps.  But we have “The Mouthpiece of 
Masonry” to corroborate it: 
 

By means of one of the lost arts of antiquity the priests of the temple were 
able to manufacture lamps which would burn for centuries without 
replenishment...One of them was found in the tomb of Christian Rosencreutz 
which had burned for 120 years without the supply of fuel being diminished... 
 

The ever burning lamp was of course a most appropriate symbol of the 
Eternal Fire in the Universe, and while chemistry has denied the possibility of 
making them, the fact that many have been made and seen over a period of 
thousands of years is a warning against dogmatizing. (11) 

 
Now let’s get to some excerpts from the “Complete Guide to the World of the Undead” 
with some happy thoughts: 
 

We also know that the victims of vampires become vampires themselves – 
that vampirism is catching, even epidemic, like the plague itself... 

The answers to these questions are somewhat confused by the fact 
vampires are extremely shrewd and crafty creatures..much of our evidence 
remains circumstantial. 

The best account of the birth of a vampire is given in Ann Rice’s 
exceptional book “Interview with the Vampire”.  This extraordinarily detailed 
account satisfies our thirst for answers and gives a good account of the process 
occurring in the physical body during transformation.  This metamorphosis leaves 



behind all the physical laws that govern humanity in ordinary life and adopts new 
ones that permit it to live outside time and physical deterioration. (12) 

 
Here’s a passage from  “Vampires: Complete Guide to the World of the Undead” that 
sounds EXACTLY like the physical RC Christian back in Section I: 
 

He is often intellectual.  His extremely long life, after all, permits him a 
considerable knowledge of the world around him, of culture, literature, art and 
even music, though doubtless his taste in these facets of life will be suitably dark 
in character, perhaps covering his walls with Giotto rather than Michelangelo. 
(13) 

 
And before we discussed Vlad the Impaler.  His association with “Dracula” is quite 
disturbing: 
 

Count Dracula is described by Van Helsing as possessing a “mighty brain, 
and to be an erudite of new tongues, politics, law, finance, science and even of the 
occult,” all attributes of his historical alter-ego, Vlad Dracul. (14) 

 
In medieval Europe “Vampirism and witchcraft almost wend hand in hand...The witch 
and vampire often wed”.  Now this concept is interesting as it describes one of the books 
associated with RC Christian, “The Chymical Wedding of Christian Rozenkreutz”.  
We’ve established the connection of RC Christian to the Greek god Hermes in the link 
Hermes/Thoth/Mercury  here.  And witchcraft ties directly to Mother Earth worship 
represented by the Greek Gaia goddess or the Egyptian goddess Isis.  So another form of 
this so-called wedding can be the 3-4-5 triangle discussed in the Kabala section 
whereupon Hermes (5) represents the bond between Isis (3) and Osiris (4). 
 

G. Conclusion 
 
In the book “True Vampires: Bloodsucking Killers Past and Present” author Sondra 
London discusses multiple cases of vampire like activity from ‘regular’ people; regular in 
the biological sense that they could be physically caught, tried, imprisoned.  Their crimes 
are beyond heinous including violation of corpses, brutal murder coupled with the 
drinking of human blood, mass murder, etc.  Lewis Spence in his “An Encyclopedia of 
Occultism” calls such ‘crazy’ people “demoniacs” so we can see immediately the 
marriage of demon and maniac.  These crimes happen all the time in modern America 
and many overworked police departments simply call them ‘occult crimes’ and leave it at 
that.  Some departments have specific sections that deal with occult related crimes.  
Today we call this kind of thing schizophrenic, psychotic, personality disorder or some 
name “modern science” has assigned.   
 
In one of the more famous Count Dracula “stories” author Chelsea Quinn Yarbro bases 
her vampire main character on the eighteenth century version of RC Christian discussed 
back in Section I.  She has a whole series of “fiction” based on our friend RC Christian. 
The front cover of her book “The Saint Germain Chronicles” laments “…the Continuing 



Saga of Count of Saint Germain”.  And as we’ve discussed copiously on these links, 
there really was (is?) a person of “history” named RC Christian who has over a half 
dozen pseudonyms and has lived over a span of thousands of years in “legend” and 
“reality”.   Here’s the back cover of Ms. Yarbro’s “The Saint Germain Chronicles”: 
 

In his four thousand years, the Count has known royalty and rabble, artists, spies, 
adultresses – and the most beautiful women in the world.  From the glittering 
capitals of 18th Century Europe to modern New York, he appears, again and 
again. 

 
All Ms. Yarbro would have to do is change “New York City” to “Elberton Georgia” and 
we would have an EXACT description of our very own mysterious friend, RC Christian. 
So yet again we have a very marred line between “fictional” and “actual” history. 
 
By the way, what is “science” really?  I believe we have the same situation in “science” 
as we do in “history”: It’s very difficult to separate scientific “fact” from scientific 
“fiction”. Darwinism is complete garbage when the debate is limited to SCIENCE alone.  
Put another way even if one regards Christianity as complete idiocy there still is 
absolutely no SCIENCE to evolution.  This is so even according to the REAL believers in 
evolution like Manly Hall, Helena Blavatsky and Albert Pike who incessantly mock the 
Dariwinian dumbos who actually believe that the order of the universe came randomly.  
And even biological evolution sounds a lot like mythology.  For example in Greek 
mythology the gods arose from the primordial chaos of the element water; in the 
“science” of evolution today one school of evolutionary thought says all arose from 
hydrogen.  Yet today it’s considered sound “science”.  In the Science link on Mystery, 
Babylon USA the “science” of modern geology is discussed.  Most of the “modern” 
geology we know came from Charles Lyell, a scientist who pre-supposed the non-
existence of the God of the Bible and then developed his “theories” from there.  Now his 
“theories” are “fact” in many circles.  It’s the same exact “science” as evolution: pre-
supposed the non-existence of God and go from there.       
 
Let’s look at a specific example applicable to this section. In the case of vampirism are 
we merely applying window dressing to demonic possession, a trait definitely covered in 
the Bible?   Assuming the Bible is true which Section 1 of “The THEorY of 
LIVEvolution” only begins to discuss (there are copious sources to back this claim) 
here’s an account from the Book of Mark:  
 

And when he was come out of the ship, immediately there met him out of the 
tombs a man with an unclean spirit, 3 Who had his dwelling among the tombs; 
and no man could bind him, no, not with chains: 4 Because that he had been often 
bound with fetters and chains, and the chains had been plucked asunder by him, 
and the fetters broken in pieces: neither could any man tame him. 5 And always, 
night and day, he was in the mountains, and in the tombs, crying, and cutting 
himself with stones. 6 But when he saw Jesus afar off, he ran and worshipped 
him, 7 And cried with a loud voice, and said, What have I to do with thee, Jesus, 
thou Son of the most high God? I adjure thee by God, that thou torment me not. 8 



For he said unto him, Come out of the man, thou unclean spirit. 9 And he asked 
him, What is thy name? And he answered, saying, My name is Legion: for we are 
many. 10 And he besought him much that he would not send them away out of 
the country. 11 Now there was there nigh unto the mountains a great herd of 
swine feeding. 12 And all the devils besought him, saying, Send us into the swine, 
that we may enter into them. 13 And forthwith Jesus gave them leave. And the 
unclean spirits went out, and entered into the swine: and the herd ran violently 
down a steep place into the sea, (they were about two thousand;) and were choked 
in the sea. 14 And they that fed the swine fled, and told it in the city, and in the 
country. And they went out to see what it was that was done. 15 And they come to 
Jesus, and see him that was possessed with the devil, and had the legion, sitting, 
and clothed, and in his right mind: and they were afraid. (Verses 5:2-15) 

 
So the Bible discusses such things; “Ancient” societies and medieval Europe believed in 
such things.  The Catholic Church has a long history of exorcisms.  Granted there was a 
lot of mistaken identity and unsubstantiated superstition in places like medieval Europe 
but were they totally “wrong”?  Today we call murdering bloodsuckers things like 
psychotic killers and lock them away in solitary confinement if they’re caught because 
we have limits against “cruel and unusual punishment” in the Constitution.  Years ago 
these same types of people were treated much more harshly.   
 
But at the end of the day are we really staring directly at demonic possession under the 
guise of “modern science”?  If you read the Kosmos link or Section 3d of “The THEorY 
of LIVEvolution” you’ll see that what Ancient peoples called ‘gods’ we today call 
‘UFOs’.  And “modern science” has no answers for truly Unidentified Flying Objects, the 
cases of obvious fraud notwithstanding.   
 
Are we really ‘smarter’ than the Ancient races?  Ancient Egypt produced the Giza 
Pyramids under the guidance of ‘gods’ or ‘illumined ones’ or whatever; a feat ‘modern’ 
society would have a very difficult time repeating if it could at all.  One of these ‘gods’ 
goes by the name RC Christian and “he” has multiple links to what we know as 
“vampires”.  But as with the more ‘isolated’ case of the bloodsucking murderer who we 
know treat with terms from “modern science” have we only applied window dressing to 
unspeakable evil?  
 

The difference between the early origins which gave rise to the medieval folklore 
of vampirism, witnessed in earlier parts of this book, and the more modern gothic 
or romantic approach to the undead which appeared during the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries is the difference between the ghastly, blood-ravaging horror 
of true sacrifice and bloody slaughter, and a much sexier and more acceptable 
version which appeared later in fiction.  In the original folkloric accounts, 
vampires, werewolves, and other horrific legendary creatures would leap on the 
victim....rip the chest open to gorge like a wild animal on the twitching 
victim...There was nothing remotely romantic, engaging, intellectual...Certainly  
not the stuff of bestselling books (15)     

 



In another link we’ll discuss the blood sacrifices of one of history’s most mysterious 
civilizations, the Mayans.   In many ancient societies people were sacrificed to please the 
nature gods to keep them happy and give them in return things like rain.    
 

And how many gods have required blood to be sacrificed to them? In order that 
the earth should continue to provide rich harvests, the blood of mankind should be 
spread across the ground.  Mother Earth the vampire. (16) 

 
In 1980 a “vampire” named RC Christian specified a monument be built that called for 
the genocide of literally 90% of “Mother Earth” (see Section 3a of “The THEorY of 
LIVEvolution” and/or 322, the Georgia Guidestones and the eco wackos on the new 
age page).  Many of the wackos in the modern environmental movement are financed by 
the same people who have been behind people like Joseph Stalin and Adolf Hitler.  
Today’s genocide known as corn based ethanol ties right back in to the Mother Earth 
weirdoes discussed copiously in Sections 2 and 3 and the Appendix of “The THEorY of 
LIVEvolution” and throughout this web site (see Rivers of Life on the Mystery, Babylon 
USA page). 
 
Mother Earth the vampire. 
 
God, the real One, help us all. 
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